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Abstract: This report addresses the marksmanship research conducted in conjunction with the Small Arms Ammunition
Configuration (SAAC) study. This study seeks to model the relationship between cost and firing proficiency in Army
marksmanship training to provide insight when comparing training and materiel solutions including advanced fire-control
technology. The SAAC focused on materiel solutions that could improve overall marksmanship for Soldiers without reliance
on training. The West Point cadet team worked to compare the costs of various marksmanship training to improve Soldiers’
level of marksmanship proficiency. This study sought to develop cost profiles for marksmanship training based on historical
data and training doctrine. The project has been limited by two factors: use of the Defense Training Management System to
record training results, and results that record only a Soldier’s marksmanship qualification level. This report includes
recommendations for future work to improve marksmanship data collection for the future.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The Small Arms Ammunition Configuration (SAAC) study conducted by the U.S. Army Armament Research
Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) at Picatinny Arsenal focused on the development of firing systems to be mass
distributed with two targeted fielding dates in 2025 and 2040. As an alternative to fielding new materiel systems, the SAAC
team approached the cadet team to develop a research effort focused on quantifying the ability to maximize the utility of current
systems through improved training. The desired end state of the research would be to identify the cost to achieve a given level
of marksmanship skill as indicated by current training data. From initial entry training (IET), regular unit training and
qualification, to advanced rifle marksmanship (ARM), there is a per shooter cost to complete the training which will result in
an expected minimum marksmanship proficiency. The goal was to identify and model the relationship between the cost spent
on training and the expected marksmanship ability. The marksmanship level achieved by the school was expected to serve as
a measure for the shooter’s probability of a hit on target.

1.2 Background
The stakeholders involved in the project include the Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center
(ARDEC), and the West Point Capstone group. ARDEC leads research, development, and engineering of systems solutions to
arm those who defend the nation against all current and future threats, both at home and abroad (Armament Research). ARDEC,
as part of the SAAC, currently studies the optimal assault rifle and rifle configuration for fielding in 2025 and 2040 with the
required versatility for Army and Marine Corps applications. They are focused on developing a rifle that meets the requirements
of the user. The West Point Capstone group used skills obtained from the United States Military Academy’s Systems
Engineering Department to develop a detailed analysis of the current Army marksmanship programs and the cost associated
with increasing the probability of a hit by the average Soldier. The United States Army, to guarantee lethality on the battlefield,
seeks to maximize the ability of Soldiers to place rounds on targets in combat operations. Therefore the Army has these groups
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